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ThreatDown, powered by Malwarebytes, integration with ConnectWise Asio,  
a market-leading remote management and monitoring (RMM) platform,  
helps managed service providers (MSPs) protect their clients from malware  
so they can recover quickly from infections and maintain business continuity. 

Overview
ThreatDown, powered by Malwarebytes, is a leader in the endpoint security 
space for MSPs with a best-in-class endpoint security portfolio. Its integration 
with ConnectWise Asio syncs data between both solutions so you can deliver 
strong client endpoint security using the latest ThreatDown scanning and 
remediation tools. MSPs can also uncover new options for generating revenue 
by offering endpoint security as a new product and service offering.

• Boosts your staff’s 
productivity and  
minimizes costs 

• Ensures your customers’ 
business continuity 

• Drives greater value from 
your ConnectWise investment

Key Benefits

ThreatDown OneView functionality available within the ConnectWise Asio console

ThreatDown Integration with 
ConnectWise Asio 
Deliver advanced endpoint security through the ConnectWise Asio platform
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Key capabilities
ConnectWise Asio’s integration with ThreatDown, powered 
by Malwarebytes, offers a range of essential features 
that enhance your security and endpoint management 
capabilities. By combining the power of ThreatDown’s 
OneView console with ConnectWise Asio, these solutions 
elevate your team’s efficiency by automating tasks and 
fortifying your defense against malicious threats.

Streamlines operations and boosts efficiency
ConnectWise Asio’s integration with ThreatDown, 
powered by Malwarebytes, reduces the need for manual 
intervention, saving your staff valuable time. It seamlessly 
identifies and registers new endpoints without requiring 
manual input and simplifies the process of connecting 
customers and sites with ConnectWise Asio, ensuring 
seamless data synchronization. The integration further 
optimizes deployment by automatically detecting new 
endpoints and deploying the ThreatDown agent to them.

Initiates proactive security measures and remediation
ThreatDown, powered by Malwarebytes, integrated with 
ConnectWise Asio, continuously protects endpoints by 
automatically scanning for threats and taking remedial 
actions as needed. Upon deploying and installing a 
ThreatDown endpoint agent, an immediate scan is 
triggered. If a threat is detected, ConnectWise Asio 
initiates a security scan and generates a workflow  
ticket to document the issue.

Integration benefits
ConnectWise Asio’s integration with ThreatDown,  
powered by Malwarebytes, offers various advantages  
to enhance your operations and reduce costs, such as:

• Enhanced process automation
• Elimination of the need to invest in separate systems 

that demand additional management time
• Support for staff using the familiar ConnectWise Asio 

interface, eliminating the need to learn a new tool

Ensures uninterrupted business operations for your 
customers by:

• Reducing scan and remediation time
• Lowering the risk of malware attacks
• Minimizing downtime and the impact of infections, 

including preventing lateral spread across the network

Drives more significant value from your  
ConnectWise Asio investment by:

• Ensuring robust security for your customers’ endpoints
• Increasing your customers’ uptime and  

business productivity
• Providing an additional revenue stream
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Best-in-class endpoint security for MSPs
ThreatDown, powered by Malwarebytes, provides a broad range of solutions to support your endpoint protection and 
remediation needs including: 

ThreatDown Managed Detection and Response (MDR)
The Managed Detection and Response service is a fully managed 24x7 threat monitoring, proactive threat hunting 
and rapid response to expedite recovery and reduce downtime.

ThreatDown Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)
Endpoint detection and response (EDR) technology automatically detects, isolates, and remediates new threats for 
both workstations and servers, providing proactive protection and zero dwell-time in recovering from attacks. 

ThreatDown Endpoint Protection 
Advanced endpoint threat prevention solution for both workstations and servers that uses multiple detection 
techniques for full attack chain protection.

To learn more about ThreatDown, powered by Malwarebytes, please visit www.threatdown.com. 
Visit the ConnectWise Marketplace at marketplace.connectwise.com/malwarebytes.
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